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Pre-Vigils 
00:22 Marion. Photo - blue orb in the doorway to the restaurant, red orb on the door of the disabled 

toilet, moan sounding like a woman from the corner by the men's toilet in billiards room creaking 
sound. 

Ouija board: 00:40 
Marion had the name Daisy and a picture of a serving/working girl. Laughing and dancing in a barn, 
wearing a long dress with a large white apron with a bib, white cap and woollen stockings. Lifting her 
skirt and petticoat up while she was dancing. 

00:49 Dark shape of a women who I felt was young with long hair walked from the men's toilet in the 
billiards room, In front of the games machine and went through the wall with the picture on. 

00:50 Elaine has a cold draught go over her right hand. 

Séance. 
Marion. Had a wagging finger in front of me, like someone telling me off. 

Experiment: Bar Area – 01:30 
Elaine - Pendulum 

24yr old man 

Born 1811 

Name Antony 

Surname beginning with M 

He had brothers and sisters 

Ouija: Restaurant 
Marion Had a clear high sound of someone sounding like a women saying "OOH" 

Vigil 1: Bar – 02:20 to 03:00 
02:22 Marion. A shadow passed between the wall and the games machine next to disabled toilet in 

billiards room. Creaking again, Appears this spirit walks across the room and disappears through 
the wall that backs on to the passage leading from the bar. 

02:25 Elaine can hear talking and shuffling behind the bar. 

02:40 Marion. A noise to my left like PSST to attract my attention. 

Elaine. A blue flash on the wall in billiards room to the left of the TV screen. 
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02:50 Marion. Had the image of a little boy 6-7 yrs old curly auburn hair, kneeling by what may have 
been a bed. Wore a blue suit, pantaloons, white stockings, short blue jacket with rounded edges 
and a big round white collar. 

03:00 The name of Benjamin and Taylor. 

Beth's accounts. 

A young man rushing in and out. And draws two pictures. 

Vigil 2: Restaurant – 03:15 to 04:00 
03:26 Elaine. Someone in the kitchen walking back and forward past the door. 

03:31 Marion. Can hear someone whistling. 

03:33 Elaine. Can hear someone whispering. 

03:40 Elaine. Someone behind the bar. 

03:42 Marion. Can hear people talking and laughing as at a party or social gathering. 

03:51 Elaine. Could hear whistling. 

03:52 Marion. Dawn chorus. 

03:59 Marion. Had a huge padlock but no key. 

Vigil 3: Cellar – 04:10 to 05:00 
04:15 Marion. Noise like something hitting a keg in the inner room. 

04:18 Elaine. Clicking sound coming from the next room. 

04:20 Marion. Noise like someone moving about in the inner room, sound of chair scraping on hard 
floor. 

04:25 Elaine. Red flashing light by the cage. 

04:37 Elaine. See a shadow move on the stairs. 

04:38 Marion. Can hear water sloshing about as if someone is having a good wash down. 

 


